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1. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this paper is to investigate he strictly convex solutions of the 
equations of Monge-Ampere type 
det u,, 9= ( - u)” in the ball B= (1x1 -CR} 
l&=0 on the boundary of B, 
(1.1) 
where p > 0, p # n is a real parameter. Problem (1.1) can be treated as an 
eigenvalue problem (e.v.p.) for the nonlinear operator (det u~,~,)“~. From 
the homogeneity of Eq. (l.l), it is clear that w = LU satisfies equation 
det JC,,, =A”-J’(-w)p in B 
(1.2) 
w=o on the boundary of B 
and (AnUp, Au) are an eigenvalue and an eigenfunction fthe e.v.p. (1.2) for 
every 2 > 0. 
For p=n, n 22 it was proved by Lions 16) that the e.v.p. 
det G, t, =A’(-u)” in G 
(1.3) 
u=o on the boundary of G 
has a unique eigenvalue I, corresponding to the convex eigenfunction ifG 
is a bounded strongly convex domain in R”. Thus problem (1.1) is not 
generally solvable for p = n unless II, = 1. 
In the two-dimensional case, n= 2, problem ( 1.1) and some more general 
equations were investigated by Bakel’man and Krasnoselskii [9], who 
proved uniqueness and nonuniqueness of the convex solutions in a 
bounded convex domain G. 
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Our purpose in this paper is to prove the existence and uniqueness of the 
convex solutions of (1.1). More precisely we have the following results. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a bounded convex domain in R” and 0 < p < n. 
Then problem 
det u,,+., = (-u)” in G 
u=o on the boundary of G 
(1.4) 
has at most one strictly convex solution u E C2(G) n C(G). 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 <p < n. Then problem (1.1) has a unique strictly 
convex solution u which is a radially symmetric function and u E Y(B). 
THEOREM 3. Let p > n. Then problem (1.1) has a unique nontrivial 
radially symmetric solution u which is a strictly convex function and 
UE C”(B). 
The existence of the convex solutions in Theorems 2 and 3, without 
change, can be proved in an arbitrary strongly convex domain G, if the 
inverse Monge-Ampere operator is a compact one, when the right-hand 
side of (1.4) is not strictly positive. This is the reason why we study radially 
symmetric solutions of (1.4) in the ball, i.e., problem (1.1). In this case, the 
inverse Monge-Ampere operator is an integral operator (see (3.1) or (4.3)) 
and we can easily check its compactness. 
As a matter of fact the following proposition shows the connection 
between the convexity and radial symmetry of the solutions of (1.1) in the 
ball. 
THEOREM 4. For n > 2, every classical solution u(x) E C’(B) of ( 1.1) is a 
convex one if u(x) is radially symmetric. Conversely, every classical, radially 
symmetric solution u(x) E C2(B) of (1.1) is either convex or concave. 
Proof: The radial symmetry of the classical convex solutions of (1.1) 
follows as in Theorem 2 in [2, p. 3271 which is a consequence of the sym- 
metry principle of Gidas, Ni, and Nirenberg (see [3, Theorem 2.1, p. 2161). 
Another direct proof of the radial symmetry of the convex solutions of 
(1.1) for 0 <p < n follows immediately from the uniqueness proved in 
Theorem 1. If u(x) is a convex solution of (1.1) in the ball, then from the 
invariance of the Monge-Ampere operator under rotation of coordinates it 
follows that u(Sx) is also a solution of (l.l), where y = Sx is a rotation of 
the coordinates. Since the convex solution of (1.1) is unique we get 
U(X) = u(Sx), i.e., u(x) is a radially symmetric function. 
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Conversely, if u is a radially symmetric solution of (1.1 )then 
i :, 
I, 2
L’(r(x)) = u(x), Y(l) = 1 xf 
satisfies the nonlinear ordinary differential equation 
,“(V’)” ’ = f- ‘(-v)” in (0, R) 
(1.5) 
u’(0) = 0, u(R)=O. 
Suppose that u is a nontrivial solution of (1.5). If u(rO) =O, rO< R we 
shall prove that o(r)=0 for t-E [r,, R]. Let r,, r2 be two consecutive zeros 
of the function v, i.e., r,,<r, <r,< R, v(r,)=u(rz)=O, and o(r)#O for 
re (r,, rz). Then there exists a point t E (r,, r2) such that u’(5) = 0. From 
Eq. (1.5) we obtain that u(r) = 0 which is impossible. 
Let us now suppose that u”(R,) = 0, R, < R, and let R, be the least value 
of R, for which u”(R,) = 0. It is easy to check from Eq. (1.5) that v(R,) = 0, 
0 < R, < R. If R. > 0 then u(r) = 0 for r E CR,, R] and hence u’(R,) = 0. 
Since o’(O) = 0, there exists a point q E (0, R,) for which u”(q) = 0. This con- 
tradicts he choice of R,. Thus R, = 0 and from what was proved above it 
follows that u(r) = 0 for r E [0, R] which is impossible. 
We proved that either u” > 0 or u” < 0 in [0, R). Since o’(0) = 0, from the 
monotony of u’ it follows that either v’ > 0 or v’ < 0 in (0, R), i.e., U(X) = 
v() x I) is either convex or concave. 
Thus we will investigate hose of the radial symmetric solutions of (1.1) 
in the ball, which are strictly convex, negative functions. 
Let us note, that the existence of radially symmetric solutions of 
Monge-Ampere type equations with strictly positive right-hand side in the 
ball was proved by Delanoe [2] for Dirichlet’s problem as well as 
Neumann’s problem. His results, however, are not applicable to problem 
(1.1) since the right-hand side of (1.1) is equal to zero when the solution u
is equal to zero. 
In Section 2 we consider the case 0 <p < n and prove Theorem 1. The 
existence of a radially symmetric solution for p > 0, p #n is shown in 
Section 3. In Section 4 we study the case p > n and the uniqueness of the 
radially symmetric solutions in Theorem 3 is proved. 
2. UNIQUENESS OF THE CONVEX SOLUTIONS 
In this section we will prove the uniqueness of the convex solutions 
of (1.4) in an arbitrary bounded convex domain G c R”, with a smooth 
boundary when 0 <p < n. 
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let u,(x), u2(x) E C*(G) be two different s rictly 
convex solutions of (1.4). Since u1 # u2 let us suppose for convenience that 
u2(P,) > u,(P,) for some interior point P, E G and also OE G. Then u(y)= 
m2n(f’ -“‘u,(my) is a solution of (1.4) in the domain G, homothetic to 
G. Moreover, for m< 1 sufliciently c ose to 1, G,zG and u(Pl);ul(P,). 
We consider the auxiliary function w = u1 .iu in the domain G which 
satisfies the equation 
detbw,., + %, %, + %,Yq + w4.J - (-uwP = 0. 
Let us suppose that w attains its maximum in the interior point P, E G. 
Then 
NPO) 3 W(Pl) = ells > 1, wx,(Po) = 0 i= 1,2, . . . . n, (2.1) 
and the matrix { w,,,,( P,)} is nonpositive. 
Since the matrix A = ( w(PO) u,.~,(P,)} isstrictly positive and the matrix 
B= (u(P,) w~,,~,(P~)} is a nonnegative one, there exists a, unitary matrix S 
so that SAS-’ and SBS-’ are diagonal matrices (see [lo, Chap. II, 12.2, 
Theorem 4). Hence we have the following estimates 
det(A+ B)=det(S(A+B)S-‘adet(SAS’)=detA. (2.2) 
Now we obtain at the point P, the following inequalities from (2.1) and 
(2.2) 
0 = det(uw,X,,, + WU,,,,) - ( - UWY k det(wu,,) - ( - UW)~ 
=w”(-U)“-(-z4W)~=(-14)~(wn(Po)-w”(Po))>0 
which is impossible. 
Consequently w attains its maximum on the boundary of G, i.e., w = 0 in 
G and hence U, = 0 in G. This contradicts our assumption. Thus Theorem 1 
is proved. 
3. EXISTENCE OF THE RADIALLY SYMMETIC SOLUTIONS 
To prove the existence of a radially symmetric convex solution of (1.1) in 
the ball we will consider the integral operator 
in the set K= {u E C[O, R]; v(R) = 0 and the even extension of u in 
( -R, R) is a concave function}. 
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It is clear that K is a convex, closed set in the Banach space C[O, R] of 
all continuous functions in [0, R] with the standard norm /I uII = sup 1 v) 
Moreover K is a cone, i.e., 
(i) if VE K, then tv~ K for t ~0; 
(ii) from v and -u at least one does not belong to K. 
Further on we need the following variant of Schauder’s fixed point 
theorem for positive, compact operators, offered by E. Rothe (see [ 11, 
p. 2441). 
THEOREM 5 (E. Rothe). Let T he a positive compact operator in the 
Banach space E with a cone K. Then T has at least one eigenfunction x0 E K, 
II x,, )I = r,, corresponding to the positive igenvalue I$, if 
inf II TX II > 0. (3.2) I- tK, 11 x11 =r-0 
To use Theoem 5 we must make sure that T is a positive, compact 
operator, which satisfies (3.2). 
(i) The operator T is a positive one, i.e., T: K-+ K. Really 




(TV)“= -nP’uP(r) ,/(n jis” ~lupds)‘*P”*<O. 
Since TV is a nondecreasing, concave function in (0, R), then the even 
extension in (-R, R) of TV is a positive, continuous concave function in 
C-R, W. 
(ii) The compactness of T follows immediately since TK, is 
uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, i.e., a compact set, for every 
bounded K, c K. 
(iii) To verify (3.2) let us note that if u E K, /I VI/ = rO, then 
u 2 (R - r) r,/R. Thus 




= r0 pIfiR= (1 -s)pds dt > 0. 
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Now we are able to apply Theorem 5 and conlcude that there exist a 
positive eigenvalue 1, and an eigenfunction vi(r) E K, 11 v, I/ = ro, i.e., 
2, VI(~) = j” (n j; sn- ’ v:(s) ds)li” dt. 
r 
Simple computations give us that u= -A;l(nPp)~l satisfies the integral 
equation 
Moreover, v is a C3[0, R] smooth function since 
in (0, R] 
and by means of L’Hopital’s rule we obtain 
v"(0) = ,'?. n( -u)" (r) sn-l( -v)” ds 
> 
(n-U/n 
= ( -VI” (OM - vJP (0) = ( - V(O)y@ > 0, 
i.e., o E C*[O, R]. Analogously we obtain v”‘(0) = 0 and v E C3[0, R]. 
Now we will show that the function U(X) = v(r(x)) is a strictly convex 
solution of (1.1). From the properties ofu(r), i.e., v’(0) = v”‘(0) = 0 it is easy 
to check that UE C3(B). Moreover, since u’(r) > 0 in (0, R], v”(r) > 0 in 
[0, R) it follows that U(X) is a strictly convex, negative function which 
satisfies theboundary condition ZJ = v(R) = 0 on the boundary of B and the 
equation 
det u,,~, = det((v” - v’/r) xixj/r2 + (v’/r) Sg) 
= (v’/r)” + (II” - v’/r)(u’/r)“-’ = v”(v’/r)n-l = (-v)“. 
It is easy to check that Eq. (1.1) is uniformly elliptic n every ball 
B,=(lxl<R,}, R,<R (note that (-u)~>O in B,). Thus from 
Schauder’s regularity heory, Theorem 6.19 in [4, p. 1061, it follows that 
u E Ca,(8i). Since o’(r) > 0 for r E (0, R], if we differentiate th equality 
0” = rn- ‘( -~)P/u’~- l we obtain that UE C”(0, R], i.e., u(x) = 
v( 1 x 1) E C”(B\O). In this way we proved that u E C”(B). 
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4. UNIQUENESS OF THE RADIALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTIONS 
In this section we will prove the uniqueness of the radially symmetric 
solutions of ( 1.1) in the ball, when p > n. 
Let us suppose that U(Y) and u,(r) are two different radially symmetric 
solutions of (1.1 ), i.e., u and U, satisfy problem (1.5). From the 
homogeneity of the equation it follows that the function 
u(y)= Cu,(C’” ‘z)i2’2y), c=u(o)/u,(o)>o 
is also a solution of Eq. (1.5) in (0, R/C) and satisfies the conditions 
u(0) = u(O), u’(0) = u’(0) = 0. Hence U(T) and U(Y) are two different solutions 
of the initial value problem for the odinary differential equation 
UI’(U’)n~~l=r’l~l(_U)P in (0, R,), R, = min(R/C, R). (4.1) 
Since Eq. (4.1) is singular at the point zero we are not able to apply the 
uniqueness theorem for initial value problems for ordinary differential 
equations. That is why we shall prove that there exists a sufficiently small 
positive number E so that the problem 
U”(U’)n-‘=yn-‘(-U)P in (0, s) 
u(0) = a < 0, u’(0) = 0 
(4.2) 
has a unique solution in (0, E). The rest of the uniqueness part of 
Theorem 3 will then follow from the standard forms of the uniqueness 
theorem for the initial value problem for ordinary differential equations. 
For this purpose we shall follow the idea of Ni and Nussbaum (see 
Theorem 1.6 in [8]) in proving the uniqueness of the positive radially 
symmetric solutions of the Laplace operator in the ball. Because of this we 
shall reduce the initial problem (4.2) to an integral equation which has a 
unique fixed point when E is suffkiently small. By means of two integrations 





0 0 > 
l/n 
dt for rE [0, E]. (4.3) 
Let us define a closed, convex, bounded subset A of the Banach space of 
all continuous functions in [0, E] with standard norm 1) u11 = sup I u 1 by 
A = {UEC[O, El; u(O)= a, u < 0, and the even extension of u in ( -6, E) is a 
convex function ). 
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When E is sufliciently small we will prove that TA c A and T is a contrac- 
tion operator. 
Proof. (i) If u E A then TM is a smooth function in [0, E] since 
(TM)‘= .j;s 
( 
“-‘( -u(s))J’ds >,O 
> 
‘In 
for r E [0, E]. 
Thus TM is a nondecreasing function in [0, E] and hence the even extension 
of Tu in (-E, E) is a convex function because 
(Tu)“=ynel (-u)p(r)/(n~~s”ml(-u)‘a)ln~l”~>O in (0,R). 
Moreover, (TM)(O) = a and 
‘In 
d- ‘( -u(s))p ds dt 
‘in 
s-l \alPds dt 
=a+ Ial pf” E=/2 < 0 when s2<2 1~11 n -PI*, i.e., TA c A. 
(ii) To prove that T is a contraction operator let us estimate 
(1 TM -- Tu (( for u, u E A. We have the inequalities 
(I TM .- TV I( 
I 
r 
< sup lnjbs”-’ I(-u)“-(-u)~ IdsI dt 
o<r<E o (j;nf-’ (-u)J’ds)(“pl)‘” 
+ (& nsn - ’ (-~)“d~)(“~=)~“(~~~~“-‘(-~)“d~)~’”+... 
Since Ijf,ns”p’((-u)P-(-u)P)dsl = IS:,ns”-‘p(u-u)S:,(-(1-8) u--u)~-~ 
deds < supOGrGE IIu - ul(p 16 nYP1 IalP-’ ds d p lalP-’ t” IIu--~(1, we 
have the estimate I(Tu-Tu(Idp [alp-’ (Iu--VII supOGrCE J;, tg(t) dt, 
where g(t) = t”-‘/(S:,ns”-‘(-~)Pds)(“~‘)~” + (Sf,ns”~‘(-~)Pds)(“-~)‘~ 
(J& ns”- ’ (-u)Pds)l’“+...+(j:,ns”-l ( - II)” ds)‘“- ’ I’“). The function g(t) is 
a smooth positive one in (0, E] and by L’Hopital’s rule we obtain 
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+ 
Consequently g(t) is a bounded function in [0, E], i.e., 1 g(t)1 < C, and 
hence ))Tu-7’u))<pjaJPP1 C,e2jJu-~/I). Thus for c2<q/(pJaJPp’C,), 
q < 1, the operator T is a contraction map. 
In order to finish Theorem 3 let us note that u and u are fixed points of 
the operator T and therefore u = u in [0, E]. From the standard uniqueness 
theorem for the initial value problems it follows that u = u in their common 
interval [0, R,], R, =min(R/C, R). This is impossible because when 
R, <R then u(R,) =0 < u(R,) and when R, > R then u(R) >O= u(R). If 
R, = R, i.e., C= 1, then u = u in [0, R] or u = U, in [0, R] and this con- 
tradicts our assumption that u and u, are two different solutions in the ball. 
Thus Theorem 3 is proved. 
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